
 

 

KIRIN S1 FAQ 
 

1. How to connect the scooter with APP？ 

① Download App via below QR code or search the name “KIRIN&KUGOO” from App store or Google Play.  

 
http://www.kirinkugoo-download.com/KIRINKUGOOApp/download.html 

② Power on Scooter and make sure your phone is within 1 meter away the scooter.  

③ Turn on your phone’s Bluetooth. 

④ Follow the instruction step by step:  

  Open the “KIRIN&KUGOO” APP, follow the instruction step by step, you could connect scooter. 

  If you skip all the instruction. Please back to the main page, click Bluetooth Icon  on the top left corner to search 

and find scooter, then click to pair. 

⑤ Connected - you could check connection while the 4th step has been finished.  

2. What's the main function of the APP? 

① View speed and mode 

② Switch speed mode 

③ Battery Stats 

④ View mileage 

④ Lock / Unlock Scooter 

⑤ Switch light 

⑥ Startup setting: Zero-Start; Push-Start 

⑦ Cruise Control switch 

⑧ System Self Check: This function could self-inspection Hall Sensor, Accelerator, Battery Voltage, Phase Circuit of 

Motor, Controller. 

3. How many Speed mode does Kirin s1 have? 

   It has 3 speed modes, which can be switched by click the Ⓢ button in the APP or click Button on the Scooter. 

   Blue   Ⓢ: Maximum speed 10KM / H 

   Orange Ⓢ: Maximum speed 20KM / H 

   Red    Ⓢ: Maximum speed 25KM / H 

4. What is the Mileage with Kirin S1? 

   Maximum cruising range is 25KM 

   *The data is based on a 60KG tester, measured on a continuous road, the actual results will vary due to the difference between weight, road conditions, wind 

speed and other conditions.  

5.What is the tire Type? 

   8.5 inch Solid Rear Anti-Skid honeycomb tire 

6. Is it built with a dual braking system? 

Yes, electronic brake + physical foot brake 

7.What’s the specification of motor type？ 

It is a 350W Brushless DC Motor. 

http://www.kirinkugoo-download.com/KIRINKUGOOApp/download.html

